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Spring Cello Recital

Featuring the students of Lara Turner

PMC Youth Chapel, May 11, 2016, 5:00 pm

Tallis's Canon ------------------------------- Thomas Tallis (c. 1505-1585)

Kevin Rutz

Da Full Rigged Ship ------------------------------------------ Traditional

Natalia Poloche

Gavotte in C Minor --------------------------------- Johann S. Bach (1685-1750)

Christian Leffler

At Morn ----------------------------------------- William H. Squire (1871-1963)

Lucas Navia

Prelude from Suite No. 2 in D Minor ------------------- Johann S. Bach (1685-1750)

Jamison Moore

Gigue from Suite No. 1 in G Major ------------------- Johann S. Bach (1685-1750)

Sion Kim
Adagio from Concerto No. 1 in C Major ---------------------- Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
                John Byeon with Hazel Byeon, piano

Canon ----------------------------------------------- Domenico Gabrielli (1659-1690)
                     MinSeo Kang

Vocalise ----------------------------------------------- Sergei Rachmaninov (1873-1943)
                                         Alma N. Cortez with Hadid J. Cortez, piano

Deutscher Tanz ---------------------------------------- Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Alla Tedesca ---------------------------------------- Valentin Haussmann (1560-c. 1614)
Tallis's Canon ---------------------------------------- Thomas Tallis (c. 1505-1585)
                                         John Byeon, Alma N. Cortez, Irmgard Gallos, MinSeo Kang, Sion Kim,
                                         Christian Leffler, Jamison Moore, Lucas Navia, Natalia Poloche, Kevin Rutz

I would like to thank all of my students for their hard work and excitement about the cello. Special thanks, also, to all of the parents for their support!

Please join us downstairs for a reception following the recital.